
DENDROGLYPHS
CARVED COUNTRY 

The act of carving designs into the trunk of a standing tree is a form of visual 
communication with a history that goes back thousands of years and is an activity 
that has been practiced in various forms across of the world. As well as important 
Australian Aboriginal cultural examples, dendroglyphs have been found on the 
Chatham Islands, a small group of islands about 800km east of the South Island 
of New Zealand. The carved trees there were done by the Moriori peoples who 
settled the islands about 1500CE. These carvings are therefore fairly recent in 
archaeological terms and the purpose of their carvings is not fully known, but it is 
considered that they were created to commemorate ancestors or to communicate 
with otherworldly spirits. 

Other carved timber markers worthy of mention are the burial poles of the Tiwi 
Islands north of Darwin. These however, are felled posts which have then been 
carved into elaborate shapes rather than standing trees. This practice of honouring 
the dead is still observed on the islands and the performance of the Pukumani 
ceremony ensures that the spirit of the deceased will find its way to the spirit 
world. Otherwise, more recent examples of tree carving might be that of two 
people etching their initials into the side of a tree to commemorate their affection 
for each other, or someone just stating that they were there, like carving initials into 
an old school desk. 

Symbols are the oldest form of visual communication and, as it was then, we are 
trained into the reading of various symbols and to recognise their meaning and 
significance. However in the modern context they are more often considered in 
the complexities of advertising, and the mundane tasks of keeping to our side of 
the road.   

While the time frames differ, there is a similarity in regards to purpose when we 
relate them to those found here in the New South Wales area as marker posts 
and forms of visual language. Carved standing trees with expressive and ornate 
designs in the Australian Aboriginal context are commonly associated with the 
cultural practice of the Kamilaroi and Wiradjuri peoples of New South Wales, and 
is estimated to go back several thousand years. These were sophisticated cultural 
expressions that served as powerful symbols at elaborate and complex ceremonies, 
or as marker posts for the burial site of a significant person. The designs were 
traditionally carved with stone tools but after colonisation there became a 
preference for steel tools which perhaps allowed for more elaborate designs. Soon 
after colonisation however, the practice was abandoned.

A large number of trees were documented by explorers such as John Oxley who 
gave the first European account of carved trees in 1817. Oxley described two trees 
that marked a burial site on the Lachlan River with, “curious characters deeply cut 
upon them, in a manner which, considering the tool they possess, must have been 
a work of great labour and time.”1 

The various elaborate designs were created as markers for sites of significance to 
Aboriginal people. In the cases of burial sites, the trees (also referred to as Tapoglyphs 
(grave trees)) were used as markers for the burial place of an important male figure 
whose passing had a significant effect on the community. The carved designs, incised 
with complex geometric patterns, reflected the cultural significance of this person 
and provided a pathway for his spirit to return to the sky world. Typically only one 
tree might be carved at each burial site with the carving facing the grave, but more 
important figures could have up to 5 trees marking their grave. The carving, as well 
as being representative of the deceased and the religious background, served as a 
warning to anyone passing by of the spiritual significance of the area. Each design 
was unique but a majority used geometric patterns that would feature chevrons, 
concentric circles, scrolls and curvilinear lines. The preparations of the burial site 
and the carving of the trees was undertaken by initiated men. A special seating area 
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was often included for the mourning women. 

More than 7,500 Aboriginal tree sites have been recorded in NSW. These artefacts are limited to the 
lifespan of the tree, or to human intervention, so very few carved trees dating back more than a few 
hundred years now survive, and fewer than 100 carved trees now remain in their original locations. 
These locations are often closely guarded secrets of the local community.

Traditional carved burial trees can still be seen at Molong (115km south of Dubbo) where an aboriginal 
elder named Yuranigh is buried. Yuranigh was a much respected Wiradjuri man who acted as a guide 
to the explorer Sir Thomas Mitchell on his expeditions into the interior of Australia during the 1840’s. 
Yuranigh died and was buried in 1850 and his grave was marked with four carved trees. In 1852 
Mitchell added a European headstone to honour of his life and his work.

As well as acting as signposts for burial sites, trees would also be carved at places where groups 
came together for ceremonial purposes (also referred to as Teleteglyphs (initiation trees)). Gunnedah 
(about 250km north of Dubbo) was a significant ceremonial site where there were originally 80 or 
more carved trees. Collymongle in the north-west, is another site of approximately 60 surviving trees. 
The Collymongle trees are now housed in a shelter after having been removed from their original 
ceremonial site on Banaway Bora Ground in the1940’s. 

The Banaway Bora Ground was a significant site for male initiation ceremonies. When the host 
clan was intending to hold an initiation ceremony or bora, a message would be sent out to invite 
neighbouring clans to attend. The term Bora is a Kamilaroi word which is derived from ‘bor’ or ‘boor’ 
which signifies the belt of manhood.2  These ceremonies lasted several days on a ground that was 
shaped with two circles connected by a path. Surrounding this were the carved trees and various 
ground carvings. This was called the Yammunyamun. The young initiates would be led by the senior 
men from the outer circle to the inner circle and as they went, the significance of the Yammunyamun 
would be explained to them.

The arrival of European colonists saw not only the end of the practice but the rapid removal of trees. 
As settlers started occupying land, any trees in their area might be lost to land clearing for pastoral 
or agricultural purposes. Trees may have been removed without realisation of their significance, but 
they may also have been removed to destroy any evidence of aboriginal occupation. 

Clearing the land for agricultural reasons was considered a priority and these markers and their 
cultural significance were expendable. Some trees were removed to become part of various museum 
collections, but many unfortunately were destroyed. The latter was particularly so if disclosing the 
locations of carved trees risked disputes in terms of cultural ownership of the surrounding land and its 
cultural heritage, potentially disrupting land clearing processes and intended agricultural or pastoral 
development. This removal is in addition to the natural attrition of the trees due to disease, pests and 
fire. Trees that survive can also fully heal the scar and carving, completely covering the mark for all 
time.

Removing carved trees is a desecration of an important cultural site, be it a ceremonial site or that of a 
grave. And while these sites should have been seen as significant in the past, during early colonisation, 
and therefore protected, the cultural significance had not been fully recognised or perhaps even 
considered. 

In many instances, survival has been due to their removal, but this survival in terms of a western idea. 
Here, it becomes about documentation and preservation of an object that was part of the natural 
process, including decay. In the process of archiving of these objects, they are completely removed 
from their original context, their purposes and meanings. Regrettably, for whichever reason, no 
consideration was afforded local Aboriginal communities when trees were removed or destroyed.
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